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Checking Account Definition 
All checking accounts offer the holder of the account personal checks printed by the bank and 

personalized with the account holder's details - these checks can be used for payment instead 

of cash, pay bills although nowadays more and more companies do not take personal checks... 

More… Checking Account Definition 

 

Free Checking Account 
The first function is the speed that the account offers. Transactions that the user wants to take 
place within a few minutes and in a few rare cases for a few hours. This speed is obvious due to 
the easy online facility that offers the good checking account. It is therefore very useful and 
right for direct money transfer. The other characteristic is the simplicity that it offers... 
More… Free Checking Account 

What Is a Checking Account 
Almost every banking and credit union offers customers the option to open a checking account. 
In some cases you must start the account with a minimum deposit. You can often find good and 
useful an account that does not charge a service charge. However, many accounts have 
monthly service charges or a fee if your balance drops below a certain dollar amount... 
More… What Is a Checking Account 

Diamond in the Rough 
Diamond in the rough is always a compliment, but it means that someone has found you like a 
diamond - MAYBE you are a very giver - but you are some where shy and surly about that what 
you do: like a directly taken diamond from the mine - rough... 
More… Diamond in the Rough 

Diamond Uses 
The most common effective applications for diamonds outside of fine jewelry are for all 
industrial applications. Because diamonds are so strong (score a 10 on the Mohs hardness 
scale), they are extremely effective in polishing, cutting and drilling. diamond uses  industries, 
including the many... 
More… Diamond Uses 
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How are Diamonds Formed 
Let's start with natural diamonds. These are formed and found about 100 miles below the 
earth's surface. At this depth, carbon-rich rocks are provided with sufficient heat and pressure 
to melt. The high temperatures are generated by the earth's mantle, a layer made of molten 
rock that is compressed by the pressure of miles and miles of earth on top... 
More… How are Diamonds Formed 
 
 

Qualitative 
Qualitative research is generally much less structured and is often described as more 
"exploratory" or "directional" because it attempts to reveal new attitudes or perspectives that 
may exist with regard to a topic or product category. Qualitative can be described as more free 
form, often with broad questions such as "what do you like about that?... 
More… Qualitative 
 
 

Christmas 2019 
On this day, people decorate the Christmas tree, invite their friends, relatives and neighbors to 
parties and distribute gifts. It is believed that Santa arrives on this day and secretly holds gifts 
for the most obedient child in the family... 
More… Christmas 2019 
 
 

Clairvoyance Meaning 
Clairvoyant for a lecture, you expect the person to tell you some information that you have not 
heard before and can help you provide clues about what is happening around you and what 
you should do about it... 
More… Clairvoyance Meaning 

What is Gambling 
Gambling is something when players transfer money or other values between themselves, 
depending on the outcome of an uncertain event in the future... 
More… What is Gambling 
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